I. INTRODUCTION
Study of double Fano resonances and related quantum interference phenomena have drawn a special attention in atomic systems. Metamaterials is an artificial materials system which can be designed to possess a broad bright mode and a non-resonant dark mode, coupling of two modes leading to a destructive interference effect such as a classical analogue of the electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) phenomenon. [1] - [3] As a further development in the engineering of metamaterials for sensor applications, double Fano resonances are investigated in metamaterials. Double Fano resonances in metamaterials can be achieved in specifically structured system, where a bright dipole mode couples with two dark dipoles or quadrupoles in general. The other scheme to achieve double Fano resonances is to employ one dark mode and two or more bright modes; this has already been utilized in a four-level tripod atomic system to achieve quantum coherent effects such as the polarization photon gate [4] . In the four-level tripod atomic system, two different low-lying energy levels | L > and | H >, the bright states, are coupled to a common excited state | e > by a weak probe and trigger lasers, while the third low-lying energy level | M >, the dark state, is coupled to the excited state | e > by a strong pumping laser to provide pathways to both probe and trigger lasers necessary for double EITs. While a quantum coherence of | L > and | H > is maintained, double EIT-based coherent effects are observed. A classical model has already been introduced, where two bright oscillators with different resonance frequencies are coupled to one dark oscillator [5] .
In this work, we experimentally demonstrate double Fano resonances in a planar composite metamaterial possessing tripod plasmonic resonances, where a common subradiant dipole corresponding to the dark mode is coupled with two superradient dipoles corresponding to two bright modes. The composite metamaterial (MM3) is structured such that four-rod resonators (MM2) are embedded inside a double-split ring resonator (MM1) superlattice (see Fig. 1 ).
II. SAMPLE DESIGN AND FABRICATION
In the study of double Fano resonances associated with two bright modes and one dark mode, it is necessary to have simultaneous excitations of two bright modes. In this respect, the asymmetric superlattice array (MM1) provides an appropriate meta-structure where both high-energy H and low-energy L are excited as bright modes for x-polarization. On the other hand, the MM2 possesses a polarization-independent resonance, M . (see Fig. 2 
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For the spectral measurement, we employed time-domain polarized terahertz transmission by a Teraview TPS Spectra 3000 spectrometer with a resolution of 1.2 cm 1 at room temperature in a vacuum. Sample size is 10 × 10 mm 2 and THz beam diameter is about 5mm.
FDTD simulations of electromagnetic responses in MM1, MM2, and MM3 are carried out by commercial software FDTD solution Lumerical. MM1 (black) possesses one low-energy resonance with a large oscillator strength at L = 1.4 THz and the other high-energy resonance with a small oscillator strength stretching with H spanning from 1.8 THz to 3.0 THz. On the other hand, MM2 (gray) possesses a broad resonance which is a linear sum of M1 =1.8 THz and M2 = 2.3 THz. The entire spectrum of MM2 is contained under the envelope of MM1 spectrum, with M1 resonance in MM2 positioned between L resonance and H resonance in MM1 
III. CORRELATION IN DOUBLE FANO RESONANCES
We examine the difference in the extinction spectrum between MM1 and MM3 qualitatively by paying attention to the low-frequency and high-frequency peaks in Fig. 3(a) . At the low-frequency peak, the MM3 (red) spectrum shows a dip at 1.6 THz, the spectral position being on the blue side of MM1 (black) low-energy resonance L = 1.4 THz. On the other hand, at the high-frequency peak, the extinction is enhanced almost twofold at 2.4 THz in MM3 (red) spectrum when compared with MM1 (black) spectrum. These features at low-and high-frequency peaks show that there exists a correlation between changes in the low-frequency and highfrequency peaks. We note that the spectral positions of dip at 1.6 THz and enhancement in the extinction at 2.4 THz are located on the red and blue sides of MM2 (gray) resonance M1 =1.8 THz, respectively.
IV. CONCLUSION
By embedding four-rod resonators inside a double-split ring resonator superlattice, a composite metamaterial system is introduced, where a common subradiant oscillator in the four-rod resonator is coupled with two superradiant oscillators in the double-split ring resonator to give rise to double Fano resonances. As a classical analogue of a four-level tripod atomic system, the extinction spectrum of the composite metamaterial exhibits a double Fano-based coherent effect. Double Fano resonances are correlated owing to the conjugation of two coupling strengths, which shows up as a transfer of absorbed power from one superradiant dipole to the other superradiant dipole in double-split ring resonators. Double Fano resonances in a tripod metamaterial system can be utilized in designing plasmonic resonances of metamaterial to engineer coherent effects in metamaterials. [6] 
